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Welcome to MEDILINK’s news September 2012.

I must say I am very pleased with the take up of our offers for this half year with VIPS and MDS (Medilink

Direct Support) renewals. Many clients are now enjoying the benefits of the many new features on offer

in our 2012 R2 Update released in July.

New features list. Many clients have additionally taken up our sensational offer for TYRO’s Integrated

EFTPOS terminal for use with our Integrated EASYCLAIM* solution (*Free for VIPS members renewing their

subscription). Patients are demanding this type of solution, and we know it is the very best, the fastest &

easiest system, they receive their Medicare Rebate immediately into their Bank Account of choice. Users

do very little different to what they would normally do, this systems also encourages patients to pay fully

on the day of consultation – improving cash flow and further reducing the possibilities of bad debts. For

further details on all offers, including our new clinical EHR with Integrated MIMS (Free subscription during

this renewal period) please read our 2012 Features document or call Sales on 1800 623 633.

Development projects we are currently working on include further refinement of our HL7 Cerner

integration for Hospital clients, a new module for Day Surgery (to comply with various State

requirements), further enhancements for online claiming includes updates to ECLIPSE, Medicare Online

and EASYCLAIM modules, and further enhancements to our new clinical EHR module to include

Pathology, Radiology and eScripts. Hopefully too our long awaited SQL database update option,

Medilink ENTERPRISE version. We love being full on and busy pushing the edge of technology to deliver

you, our clients, the very best software solutions together with the very best support services. Invest in

your future - subscribe to Medilink’s VIPS and MDS.

Projects still for consideration include HI numbers, PCEHR and Telehealth. As the first two still remain

highly controversial they will remain on the back burner until the serious issues have been resolved

however we have now undertaken to provide our own Telehealth solution by the first quarter next year.

Support. Meanwhile our newest support guy Matt, keeps pushing the development team with re-laid

challenges from the help desk that include bug fixes and wish list requests whilst doing a superb job in

managing the daily support needs of our MDS clients. Matt joined us five months ago having years of

experience in hospital support services is proving to be an invaluable member of our team.

Credit Card payments for our products and services have proven a big hit. Our introduction last half has

proven very successful with a considerable number of clients electing to pay our invoices over the

phone. If this is best for you, please call 1800 623 633 and ask for Sales. We intend to further refine this

system with an improved web based professional solution in the future combined with a further

refinement to our automated Update system for subscribers.

For those who have yet to renew we have attached a link to a copy of your current Invoice in an email

sent to you, (if you have not received an email or provided us with your email address, please let us

know). Remember the down side of not renewing is not only missing out on the numerous cost and time

saving benefits associated with our current Update, including Medicare/DVA/Fund item fees, but if your

renewal lapses a 6 month renewal period then a re-joining fee of $550 (inc. GST) may apply.

If you have renewed and not yet downloaded the ML2012 R2 Update, instructions for this should have

been emailed to you, please call us should you need help or assistance with applying this latest update.

Thank you again for your continuing patronage.

Bob Marsh, Managing Director, Advanced Professional Systems Pty Ltd.


